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The exceptional species diversity of flowering plants, exceeding that of their

sister group more than 250-fold, is especially evident in floral innovations,

interactions with pollinators and sexual systems. Multiple theories, emphasiz-

ing flower–pollinator interactions, genetic effects of mating systems or high

evolvability, predict that floral evolution profoundly affects angiosperm

diversification. However, consequences for speciation and extinction dyna-

mics remain poorly understood. Here, we investigate trajectories of species

diversification focusing on heterostyly, a remarkable floral syndrome where

outcrossing is enforced via cross-compatible floral morphs differing in place-

ment of their respective sexual organs. Heterostyly evolved at least 20 times

independently in angiosperms. Using Darwin’s model for heterostyly, the

primrose family, we show that heterostyly accelerates species diversification

via decreasing extinction rates rather than increasing speciation rates, probably

owing to avoidance of the negative genetic effects of selfing. However, impact

of heterostyly appears to differ over short and long evolutionary time-scales:

the accelerating effect of heterostyly on lineage diversification is manifest

only over long evolutionary time-scales, whereas recent losses of heterostyly

may prompt ephemeral bursts of speciation. Our results suggest that temporal

or clade-specific conditions may ultimately determine the net effects of specific

traits on patterns of species diversification.
1. Introduction
Explaining why life is so diverse and how some lineages became more species-

rich than others are central objectives in evolutionary biology [1,2]. Large

differences in species numbers between lineages occur across disparate organis-

mal groups [3–6], yet our understanding of the causes of these asymmetries

remains fragmentary [7,8]. Flowering plants are one of the most successful evol-

utionary lineages, with an estimated 352 000 species [9], representing more than

250 times more species than all other seed plants, and dominate the world’s ter-

restrial biomes [10]. Ever since Darwin described the rapid rise and early

diversification of the angiosperms in the Cretaceous as ‘an abominable mystery’

([11], pp. 20–21), many theories have been proposed to explain how and why

flowering plants became so diverse and ecologically successful [10,12,13].

Recent studies suggest that the higher species diversity of flowering plants

is explained by numerous, independent increases in rates of diversification,

rather than by a single increase concomitant with their origin and associated

with the evolution of a unique trait or set of traits [10,14,15]. One overarching

hypothesis proposed to explain the evolutionary success of angiosperms posits

that they have inherently higher phenotypic evolvability than other land plants,

allowing them to ‘reinvent themselves’ time and again ([10], p. 377). The idea

of evolutionary reinvention is epitomized by the spectacular diversity of

flowers and inflorescences, their associated pollination syndromes and sexual

systems and the prevalence of parallel and convergent evolution of similar

floral features [16,17].
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Figure 1. Heterostyly in Primula farinosa: the position of the stigma (C) in
each morph corresponds to the position of the anthers (F) in the other
morph. In Primulaceae, the morphological aspect of heterostyly is almost
always associated with di-allelic, sporophytic self-incompatibility, rendering
only crosses between morphs fully fertile.
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The origin and evolvability of flowers have been proposed

as key to angiosperm diversification [10,18,19]. Flowers often

ensure sexual reproduction via outcrossing in dispersed popu-

lations of relatively few individuals [20] and allow for efficient

seed production and dispersal [21]. The evolutionary plasticity

of floral traits has enabled angiosperms to evolve intricate

relationships with biotic pollinating agents, prompting the

evolution of pollinator specialization [22] and reproductive iso-

lation [23]. However, very few studies have explicitly linked

floral trait evolution with macro-evolutionary patterns of

diversification. Clades with bilaterally symmetrical flowers

and/or floral nectar spurs consistently contain more species

than their sister clades, suggesting that the evolution of these

traits may be repeatedly driving rapid species diversification

[24,25]. However, beyond these salient examples, little is

known about the impacts of floral trait innovations on the

evolutionary dynamics of species diversification.

Clearly, recurrent origins of a specific floral feature alone do

not necessarily confer evolutionary success over longer evol-

utionary time-scales [26]. For example, the transition from

outcrossing to selfing is very common in plant evolution [27],

but, owing to negative genetic effects [28,29], selfing lineages

may represent evolutionary dead-ends [30]. Indeed, lineages

with systems enforcing outcrossing may have higher long-

term net-diversification rates than lineages without such

systems [31,32], even though associations between a lack of

outcrossing and increased diversification have also been

demonstrated [33]. Thus, the macro-evolutionary outcomes of

gains and losses of mechanisms that enforce outcrossing

remain poorly understood.

Here, we examine the impacts of the floral syndrome

‘heterostyly’, one of the more remarkable outcrossing mech-

anisms in angiosperms, on the dynamics of diversification.

With occurrences in 199 genera distributed over 28 families

in 15 orders [34,35], and at least 20 independent evolutionary

origins, heterostyly is exemplary of how angiosperm flowers

have repeatedly reinvented themselves (sensu [10]). The func-

tion of heterostyly as a mechanism to promote outcrossing

was first elucidated by Darwin [36] in a series of studies of

the primrose family (Primulaceae s.str.; subfamily Primuloi-

deae sensu APG3). Heterostylous populations consist of two

(distyly) or three (tristyly) genetic morphs that differ in the

reciprocal placement of sexual organs (figure 1). In primroses,

as in most other heterostylous groups, the syndrome also

encompasses a physiological sporophytic-incompatibility

system that prevents self- and intra-morph fertilization

(Ferrero et al. [37] document an exception) and ancillary char-

acters, including differences in pollen size and shape
of stigmatic papillae [34,38]. The inheritance of heterostyly

in primroses conforms to the Mendelian pattern: a single,

di-allelic locus (the so-called ‘heterostyly supergene’) controls

both morphological and physiological aspects, explaining

their tight association in heterostylous species (reviewed in

[38,39]). Throughout this paper, ‘heterostyly’ refers jointly

to both the morphological and physiological aspects of the

heterostylous syndrome.

Heterostyly promotes cross-pollination between morphs

via delivery and uptake of pollen on distinct parts of the

pollinator’s body, while preventing or reducing inbreeding

via the incompatibility system [40]. The resulting outcrossing

mating system [34,38] potentially confers both evolutio-

nary advantages and disadvantages for diversification. For

example, precise pollen transfer could facilitate speciation

via small changes in floral morphology that might contribute

to reproductive isolation [41,42]; additionally, high outcross-

ing rates could buffer heterostylous lineages from extinction

[30,31]. On the other hand, heterostylous plants depend on

pollinators and compatible mates for successful reproduction.

This may hamper population establishment and allopatric

speciation following long-distance dispersal [43], potentially

increasing extinction risks when pollinators are unreliable

or populations are small. These considerations suggest that

temporal or clade-specific factors may ultimately determine

the net effects of floral traits on diversification, but such

effects have scarcely been investigated to date.

Using a phylogenetic approach that allows the impacts on

speciation rates to be disentangled from those on extinction

rates, we test the hypothesis that the evolution of heterostyly

increased the rate of species accumulation over time, while

investigating whether the impacts of heterostyly on speciation,

extinction and net-diversification rates may differ over short

and long evolutionary time-scales. To this end, we use a range

of statistical methods on a newly inferred phylogeny for the

primrose family, a monophyletic group [44] of ca 700 species

with predominantly generalized hymenopteran pollination

syndromes, that is notable for its variation in breeding systems,

including both heterostylous (distylous, self-incompatible) and

non-heterostylous (self-compatible) taxa.
2. Results
Our divergence-time analyses inferred a highly resolved and

strongly supported dated phylogeny (i.e. with high posterior

probabilities for three main clades), consistent with previous

results [45–49] (figure 2; electronic supplementary material,

figure S1). These three clades differ markedly in species

numbers: /Primula (slashes indicate clade names [45]), with

190 species (151 heterostylous); /Soldanella, nine species

(one heterostylous) and /Androsace, 66 species (one hetero-

stylous). The percentage of sampled, extant species was similar

for each clade (32%, 34% and 42%, respectively; electronic

supplementary material, table S4).

Bayesian and maximum-likelihood character-state esti-

mates indicate that heterostyly arose early in the history of

Primulaceae (electronic supplementary material, table S1)

and imply that the most recent common ancestor of /Primula

was heterostylous [47]. The single origin of heterostyly along

the stem lineage of /Primula (figure 2, branch b–c) is inferred

to have been followed by several, recent losses within deeply

nested lineages. Alternative scenarios of earlier evolution of
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Figure 2. Maximum clade credibility (MCC) chronogram of Primulaceae with
median node heights based on the uncorrelated lognormal (UCLN) dating analysis.
Pie charts at internal nodes indicate maximum-likelihood estimates of marginal
ancestral states as the proportion of likelihood associated with presence (red)
and absence (grey) of heterostyly (under scheme 2; electronic supplementary
material, text S1), magnified for labelled nodes of interest a – e (for values and
statistical support, see the electronic supplementary material, table S1). Tip
states are indicated in the same colour scheme. Branch colours designate tree par-
titions inferred to evolve at four significantly different rates by MEDUSA, with
maximum-likelihood estimates of net-diversification rate (r) and extinction frac-
tion (1) for each tree partition. The rightmost vertical bar indicates the three
major clades. See the electronic supplementary material, table S1 for statistical
support of ancestral character states. Branch thickness is proportional to posterior
probability (for values, see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1).
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heterostyly with additional losses along the stem lineages of

/Androsace and/or /Soldanella find no support by Bayes fac-

tors (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Heterostyly

appears to have evolved independently in Androsace vitaliana
(/Androsace) and Hottonia palustris (/Soldanella; figure 2),

but in forms different from that of /Primula (electronic

supplementary material, text S1).

If heterostyly is associated with higher rates of species

accumulation over time, we would expect: (i) differential

rates of speciation and/or extinction between heterostylous

and non-heterostylous lineages across the phylogeny, and

(ii) higher net-diversification rates in the heterostylous clade

/Primula (82% of species heterostylous) compared with the
/Androsace þ /Soldanella grade (1% of species heterosty-

lous). Bayesian and maximum-likelihood estimates under

the binary-state speciation and extinction (BiSSE) model

[50] indicate that heterostyly is associated with greatly

reduced extinction rates, whereas speciation rates do not sig-

nificantly differ between heterostylous and non-heterostylous

lineages (table 1 and figure 3a; electronic supplementary

material, table S3). The apparent impact of heterostyly on

extinction rate translates to a 2.3- to 4.4-fold higher

net-diversification rate, depending on specific analytical set-

tings (table 1; electronic supplementary material, table S3).

This result did not change qualitatively when we accounted

for polyploidy (which is sometimes associated with loss of

heterostyly [35,51]), by either excluding polyploids from

analyses, or by assigning them to distinct states under a

multi-state speciation and extinction model (MuSSE [52];

details and caveats of this approach are discussed in the

electronic supplementary material, text S1).

The BiSSE results were corroborated by analyses that locate

shifts in diversification rate independent of the phylogenetic

distribution of heterostyly, allowing us to assess whether factors

other than heterostyly might be important to diversification in

this group. Analyses using MEDUSA identified three shifts

in diversification rate (figure 2; electronic supplementary

material, table S2; [3]). Notably a 2.2- to 3.5-fold increase in diver-

sification rate was detected along the same branch where

heterostyly was inferred to have evolved (see root and b–c,

figure 2). This shift was robust to phylogenetic uncertainty,

being recovered in each of the 100 trees sampled from the

posterior distribution of phylogeny estimates. Topology-based

analysis using SYMMETREE [53] also recovered a diversification-

rate shift along the same branch (albeit marginally significant:

p¼ 0.06; electronic supplementary material, table S2). Two

other, deeply nested shifts identified with the MEDUSA analyses

represented increases in net diversification that involved rela-

tively few species and were not detected by SYMMETREE

(electronic supplementary material, table S2).

The implied shift in diversification rate along the stem line-

age of /Primula was further corroborated by BAYESRATE [54]

analyses, which reveal that the shift is owing to lower extinc-

tion rates (but similar speciation rates) in the heterostylous

clade (/Primula) relative to the non-heterostylous grade

(/Soldanella þ /Androsace), leading to higher net-diversifica-

tion rates in the heterostylous clade (figure 3 and table 1;

electronic supplementary material, figure S2 and table S3). The

net effects of extinction-rate differences owing to the evolution

of heterostyly in /Primula were further confirmed using cross-

validation predictive diversity densities (CVPDD) [55].

These results indicate that /Primula contains significantly

more species than would be expected if the group had diversi-

fied under the background (non-heterostylous) diversification

rate of /Soldanella and /Androsace (electronic supplementary

material, figure S3). These results collectively provide compel-

ling support both for a significant decrease in extinction rates

associated with the evolution of heterostyly in Primulaceae (pre-

diction (i)) and an increase in net-diversification rate along the

branch where heterostyly evolved (prediction (ii)).

Additional BiSSE analyses investigating the loss of hetero-

styly in more recent times, i.e. including only heterostylous

and non-heterostylous species of /Primula, indicate that,

within /Primula, the loss of heterostyly is associated with

increased net-diversification rates owing to a significantly

higher speciation rate in non-heterostylous lineages (table 1;
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Figure 3. Posterior densities of differences in rates of speciation, extinction
and net diversification between heterostylous and non-heterostylous lineages.
(a) BiSSE (comparing rates of heterostylous and non-heterostylous lineages)
and (b) BAYESRATE (comparing rates in mostly heterostylous /Primula with
background rates in /Soldanella þ /Androsace) analyses both identify an
association between presence of heterostyly and lower rates of extinction,
resulting in higher net diversification. Ninety-five per cent intervals of highest
posterior density are indicated below densities not including zero indicate sig-
nificant differences between compared rates. Based on UCLN dating analysis;
electronic supplementary material, tables S2 and S3 list full results.
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electronic supplementary material, table S3). In sharp contrast

to the effects of heterostyly across the family as a whole, extinc-

tion rates of heterostylous and non-heterostylous lineages

within /Primula are not significantly different (table 1;

electronic supplementary material, table S3).
3. Discussion
(a) Phylogenetic evidence for effects of heterostyly

on diversification
In this study, we demonstrate that the evolution of heterostyly

increased the rate of species accumulation over time in the

primrose family. We find evidence for an association between

the evolution of heterostyly and a decrease in extinction rate,

but not with an elevated speciation rate (figure 3 and table 1;

electronic supplementary material, figure S2 and table S3).

Although the accuracy of absolute extinction rates estimated

from phylogenies is contentious, especially when these

phylogenies are incomplete or when diversification rates

vary among lineages [56], our results are based on strong

agreement among numerous likelihood-based methods

(figure 3; electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Our

analyses include methods that accommodate the potentially

confounding effects of trait evolution and diversification

rates (BiSSE and MuSSE analyses: figures 2 and 3; electronic

supplementary material, figure S2, and tables S2 and S3),

methods that rely on differences in relative rather than absolute

extinction rates and methods that do not require extinction-

rate estimates (CVPDD analysis; electronic supplementary

material, figure S3). Furthermore, our results are robust to var-

ious forms of phylogenetic uncertainty, including uncertainty
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in divergence-time estimates (by methods that average over

dated trees and those that leverage topological information to

identify diversification-rate shifts), and to uncertainty in the

choice of relaxed-clock models (electronic supplementary

material, tables S1–S3 and figures S1–S3). These consider-

ations collectively provide compelling evidence for a

correlation between the evolution of heterostyly and decreased

extinction, rather than increased speciation.

For multiple reasons, we believe it is unlikely that the inferred

correlation between heterostyly and increased diversification

rate in primroses is, in fact, attributable to other traits. First,

analyses that estimate the location of diversification-rate shifts

independent of character histories detected a diversification-

rate shift along the /Primula stem lineage, the branch where het-

erostyly was independently inferred to have evolved (figure 2

and table 1; electronic supplementary material, table S1). The

failure of these trait-independent methods to detect diversifica-

tion-rate shifts towards the tips of the phylogeny associated

with more recent losses or gains of heterostyly probably reflects

a simple lack of power, given the relatively small number of

species in these recent subclades. For instance, heterostylous

A. vitaliana shows comparatively high genetic and morphologi-

cal diversity among its subspecies [57]. This diversity could

represent an early stage of rapid accumulation of high inci-

pient species diversity that is not yet culminated in high

species diversification rates.

Second, /Primula, which contains nearly all the heterosty-

lous Primulaceae species, has no well-defined synapomorphies

or otherwise obvious intrinsic attributes that might provide

alternative explanations for the differential diversification

rates that we attribute to heterostyly. There are no floral

morphological or growth-form differences among major

clades of Primulaceae (cf. Androsace section Pseudoprimula; elec-

tronic supplementary material, text S1). In addition, /Primula

species with and without heterostyly display similar overall life

history and morphological variation [58]. Thus, we consider it

unlikely that a species’ membership of /Primula or presence of

heterostyly is consistently correlated with other specific traits

that could intrinsically drive species diversification and as

such confound the possible effects of heterostyly.

Third, heterostylous and non-heterostylous clades of

Primulaceae both have their centres of species diversity in

the physiographically extremely heterogeneous eastern

Himalayan region [46,59]. As the heterostylous and non-

heterostylous clades have similar percentages of species

occurring in the eastern Himalaya (electronic supplementary

material, text S1), this region probably provided both hetero-

stylous and non-heterostylous lineages comparable ecological

opportunities for rapid, extrinsically driven species diversifi-

cation [60]. Given this similarity in geographical distribution

of heterostylous and non-heterostylous species, ecological

opportunities alone cannot explain the differential rates of

diversification detected in Primulaceae.

Finally, polyploidy, which is sometimes associated with loss

of heterostyly (e.g. in Primula section Aleuritia [35,51,61,62])

is well established as a major force in angiosperm evolution

[63] that potentially impacts diversification rates [64]. However,

analyses accounting for polyploidy yielded results that were

congruent with analyses agnostic to ploidy level (electronic

supplementary material, text S1 and table S3).

All these considerations lead us to conclude that the

evolution of heterostyly in Primulaceae 35–15 Myr ago (node c

in figure 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S1) resulted
in increased species accumulation via decreased extinction,

rather than increased speciation. In addition, repeated losses of

heterostyly throughout /Primula (generally less than 2–3 Myr

ago; figure 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S1) are

associated with elevated speciation and net-diversification

rates (table 1; electronic supplementary material, table S3).

(b) Heterostyly and mechanisms of increased
diversification

The obligate outcrossing enforced via heteromorphic self-

incompatibility may convey long-term genetic advantages for

survival of heterostylous lineages, while a release from obligate

outcrossing via loss of heterostyly may promote shorter term

success of self-compatible lineages in /Primula. In contrast to

obligately outcrossing heterostylous taxa, non-heterostylous

taxa across Primulaceae clades are self-compatible (with no

known exceptions among investigated species; electronic sup-

plementary material, text S1), implying higher selfing rates,

although some species may be partially outcrossing through

other mechanisms [65]. Losses of heterostyly within /Primula

are thought to arise via crossing-over in the heterostyly super-

gene, giving rise to mutants (termed homostyles) that combine

male and female aspects of both floral morphs in the same

flower, which are thus self-fertile [35,38,65]. Generally, lower

levels of inbreeding in outcrossing versus selfing populations

lead to larger effective population sizes, where fixation of

slightly deleterious alleles via drift is decreased [66], and

higher genetic diversity is maintained [28,29]. Higher genetic

diversity, in turn, may increase the probability of adaptation

to changing environmental conditions [67], thus mitigating

extinction risks, with positive outcomes on long-term evolutio-

nary survival [30,68–70]. These positive population-genetic

effects may be important in the physiographically and eco-

logically heterogeneous alpine/arctic habitats favoured by

primroses [13,71,72]. Outcrossed, heterostylous species are

more likely to include individuals with genetic combinations

that are adaptive across a variety of rapidly changing ecological

niches, promoting survival and adaptation following environ-

mental change [67]. By contrast, inbreeding, non-heterostylous

species might be more prone to extinction in the face of

environmental change [67,68]. The long-term positive effect

of heterostyly on diversification suggests that population-

genetic advantages of heterostyly outweigh extinction risks

associated with dependence on potentially scarce or unreliable

pollinators in alpine/arctic habitats where primroses occur.

However, even though fixation of slightly deleterious

mutations and depauperate genetic diversity in self-compatible

lineages may decrease their fitness and overall adaptive

potential, both effects require time to build up, thus possi-

bly delaying the onset of higher extinction after the loss of

heterostyly [30,66,68,69]. By contrast, loss of heterostyly may

rapidly and positively influence speciation rates, as found in

/Primula (table 1). Self-compatibility immediately increases

the likelihood of allopatric speciation, because self-compatible

lineages are more likely to establish new populations following

(long-distance) dispersal than self-incompatible lineages [43].

Furthermore, adaptation may proceed more quickly in selfing

than in outcrossing species, when it occurs via selection from

standing genetic variation before variation becomes depleted,

mainly because fixation times are decreased in selfers [66,67].

Finally, when loss of heterostyly is associated with polyploidy

(discussed above), the resulting, immediate reproductive
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isolation between cytotypes can lead to rapid speciation

[51,61,62]. Indeed, the clade within /Primula for which a shift

to higher net-diversification rates was detected by MEDUSA

(brown clade, figure 2) mainly comprises non-heterostylous,

polyploid species, suggesting a link between loss of heterostyly,

polyploidy and immediate increases in diversification.

In summary, while non-heterostylous lineages may

originate often and sometimes diversify faster than heterosty-

lous relatives over the short term, these lineages tend to ‘live

fast and die young’. The immediate advantages of selfing are

offset by its longer term genetic disadvantages, in line with

an ‘ephemeral speciation model’ [73], where self-compatible

lineages may sometimes diversify rapidly (see [58] for a

/Primula-specific discussion), but rarely persist over longer

evolutionary time-scales.

This interpretation is supported by the observation that

across angiosperms as a whole, net-diversification rates of

families with mechanisms for self-sterility are higher than

those of families lacking them [32]. In Solanaceae, where

self-incompatibility systems are under multi-allelic, gameto-

phytic control (rather than di-allelic, sporophytic control as

in Primulaceae), the negative effects of selfing were linked

with high extinction and low net-diversification rates in

self-compatible lineages over long time-scales [31]. In evening

primroses (Oenothera, Onagraceae), lack of outcrossing,

owing to a special chromosomal arrangement preventing

recombination, was associated with increased diversification

rates over shorter time-scales [33]. A similar pattern of

short-term success and long-term demise has been suggested

for polyploid lineages that originate frequently, but rarely

persist into deep evolutionary time [64]. These results from

disparate plant groups and traits suggest that net time-

dependent effects of a trait on the evolutionary dynamics of

diversification may be a much more general phenomenon

in angiosperm evolution than currently recognized.

The higher species diversity associated with heterostyly

seen in Primulaceae is not evident in all of the 28 plant families

that include heterostylous species [35,74,75]. Clade-specific

patterns could be owing to differences in floral morphology,

ecology and habitat associated with heterostyly [34], or

dependence on geographical settings (e.g. physiographic

heterogeneity; see above). It is also possible that the mitigating

effects of heterostyly on extinction rates remain undetectable

until enough time has passed for closely related non-heterosty-

lous lineages to experience higher extinction rates, and hence

for differential species numbers to accumulate [76]. Detailed

phylogenetic and diversification-rate analyses with adequate

taxon sampling are still lacking for other heterostylous

groups, but are needed to evaluate the macro-evolutionary

effects of heterostyly on a clade-by-clade basis over a range

of evolutionary time-scales [77,78].

While evolutionary innovations in plant reproductive

systems have been widely predicted as key drivers of diversifi-

cation in flowering plants, their impacts have rarely been

quantified. Our results illustrate the complexity of possible

diversification trajectories across heterostylous angiosperms,

with both early gains and later losses of heterostyly prompting

increased net diversification. Heterostyly is one of many floral

innovations that were repeatedly gained and lost in angios-

perms [16,17]. Many such innovations, and especially those

affecting reproductive ecology and mating systems, are likely

to have had similarly complex effects on patterns of species

diversification [26]. In order to more fully understand the
evolutionary dynamics and extraordinary evolutionary suc-

cess of angiosperms, detailed analyses of a wider range of

floral traits at varying temporal and geographical scales will

be required [79,80].
4. Material and methods
Details of the analyses are described in the electronic supplemen-

tary material, text S1.

We sampled 265 out of ca 730 species of Primulaceae s.str.
(i.e. Primulaceae subfamily Primuloideae sensu APGIII) repre-

senting all genera and sections (electronic supplementary

material, table S4). To minimize bias owing to incomplete

taxon sampling, the sampling intensity was held proportional

to the size of genera and sections and to the distribution of het-

erostyly (i.e. the fraction of taxa with heterostyly among sampled

and extant taxa was approximately equal across clades; electronic

supplementary material, text S1 and table S4). Phylogenetic

relationships were inferred from DNA sequences of coding

(matK) and non-coding (trnL, trnL-trnF, rpl16) plastid loci,

which were generated de novo (210 sequences) or downloaded

from GenBank (820 sequences; electronic supplementary

material, table S6). Divergence times and phylogenetic relation-

ships were jointly estimated using BEAST v. 1.6.2 [81], under

the uncorrelated lognormal (UCLN) and uncorrelated exponen-

tial (UCEXP) relaxed-clock branch-rate models. Chronograms

were calibrated based on fossil seeds of Primula riosiae from the

Miocene [82] and the Primulaceae crown age inferred in an inde-

pendent analysis of a six-locus, 21-taxon plastid DNA sequence

dataset for Ericales (electronic supplementary material,

table S5), which was in turn calibrated with the fossil taxa

Eurya and Saurauia from the Upper Cretaceous [83].

The distribution of heterostyly among sampled species was

scored from taxonomic literature (electronic supplementary

material, table S6). We employed four character-coding schemes

(reflecting different interpretations of atypical heterostyly in

A. vitaliana and H. palustris and conflicting evidence for breeding

systems in 10 other sampled species) to assess the effects of char-

acter-state polymorphism. Character history was estimated using

Bayesian and maximum-likelihood methods implemented in

BAYESTRAITS v. 1.0 [84] and the R-package diversitree [52], respect-

ively. The latter accommodates the potential effects of character

states on diversification rates when estimating ancestral states.

Statistical support for heterostyly as the ancestral state was eval-

uated for five key nodes based on Bayes factors, for which

marginal likelihoods were inferred using the harmonic-mean

estimator implemented in BAYESTRAITS.

Diversification-rate analyses were performed on chrono-

grams estimated under both the UCLN and UCEXP models to

accommodate for uncertainty in the choice of relaxed-clock

model (Bayes-factor comparisons indicate that both models pro-

vide a similar fit to the data). We used methods that explicitly

assess the correlation between heterostyly and diversification

rate, and we also used methods that agnostically identify the

location of diversification-rate shifts (i.e. independent of the

reproductive trait data; electronic supplementary material,

text S1). These approaches are complementary and collectively

provide a rigorous evaluation of the effects of heterostyly on

diversification rates.

We estimated the effects of heterostyly on rates of speciation

and extinction under the BiSSE model [50,52]. The BiSSE model

includes independent diversification parameters (speciation and

extinction) for both states of the binary trait (heterostyly

and non-heterostyly), as well as parameters for the rate of

change between the two states. Accordingly, the BiSSE model

potentially permits us to distinguish between alternate scenarios

for the prevalence of a given state among extant species (i.e. the
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state either promotes rates of diversification and/or there is a

bias in transitions towards that state). However, the ability to per-

form reliable inference under this parameter-rich model may be

compromised when one state greatly dominates among observed

tips, or when trees have few taxa [85], conditions that do not apply

in our analyses. We variously constrained the six parameters of

the full BiSSE model to specify nested diversification models,

for which the relative fit to the data was assessed using Akaike

information criteria-weights. For each diversification model, we

accommodated phylogenetic uncertainty by averaging inferences

over a sample of 100 trees drawn from the marginal posterior

probability distributions estimated under each of the relaxed-

clock models. Specifically, we performed maximum-likelihood

estimation under the following BiSSE models: (i) state-specific

speciation and extinction rates; (ii) state-specific speciation rates,

but state-independent extinction rates; (iii) state-independent

speciation rates, but state-specific extinction rates; and (iv) state-

independent speciation and extinction rates. We also performed

Bayesian inference under the full BiSSE model using Markov

chain Monte Carlo to estimate marginal posterior probability

densities for the diversification rate parameters.

To assess possible impacts of heterostyly on diversification

rates across different time-scales, we performed BiSSE analyses

on a subset of the tree, comprising a more recent temporal

window, and compared results to those obtained on the whole

tree. To this end, we performed the full set of BiSSE analyses

(as described above for the whole tree) on /Primula (i.e. after

excluding the 75 species of /Androsace and /Soldanella). To pro-

vide a preliminary assessment of possible confounding effects

owing to polyploidy, BiSSE analyses at the family and /Primula

level were also performed on datasets that did not contain poly-

ploid species. In addition, we performed MuSSE analyses

(implemented in diversitree) that assigned polyploid species to

separate states. Issues related to incomplete knowledge of charac-

ter states and limits of the information in the data are discussed

in the electronic supplementary material, text S1.
We performed a separate series of analyses to identify the

location of diversification-rate shifts independent of the phyloge-

netic distribution of heterostyly. This included maximum-

likelihood analyses using MEDUSA [3], applied to the maximum

clade credibility (MCC) trees and averaged over 100 trees sampled

from the posterior distribution of trees, and using SYMMETREE v. 1.1

applied to the majority-rule consensus tree [53]. MEDUSA ana-

lyses did not employ any correction for incomplete taxon

sampling, because it was not possible to assign unsampled taxa

to extant clades (electronic supplementary material, text S1).

Subsequently, we tested the significance of detected shifts in

diversification rate using Bayesian methods. BAYESRATE v. 1.3.41

[54] was used to test for differences in speciation and extinction

rates between the largely heterostylous /Primula (82% of species

are heterostylous) and the nearly exclusively non-heterostylous

grade comprising /Soldanella and /Androsace. This method

accommodates uncertainty in the inferred phylogeny, divergence

times, speciation and extinction-rate parameters, and incorporated

missing species by specifying the proportion of species sampled.

The cross-validated posterior diversity densities approach [55]

implemented in R was also used to test shifts in diversification.

This approach does not require inference of extinction rates,

which are notoriously difficult to estimate [56]. BEAST was used

to estimate the background diversification rate based on /Solda-

nella and /Androsace; the timing for the origin of heterostyly

was based on stem and crown ages of /Primula.
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